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Chapter 2
Regional Visioning Process
2.1 Introduction
Metropolitan transportation planning is the process of examining region wide travel and
transportation issues and needs, and developing a guiding vision with clearly defined goals and
objectives to meet those needs. It includes a demographic analysis of the region, as well as an
examination of travel patterns and trends. The planning process includes an analysis of alternatives
to meet projected future demands, and to provide a safe, secure and efficient transportation
system that meets the mobility needs of both people and goods while not creating adverse impacts
on the environment.
Now more than ever, it is critical to understand how transportation system improvements will affect the
principles of land use planning and development and vice versa. At a minimum, the coordination of land
use and transportation requires that those concerned with the well-being of a community (or region,
state or nation) assess and evaluate how land use decisions affect the transportation system and can
increase viable options for people to access opportunities, goods, services, and other resources to
improve the quality of their lives. In turn, the transportation sector should be aware of the effects the
existing and future transportation systems may have on land use development demand, choices, and
patterns.
The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU),
which became federal law in August 2005, reconfirms the need to consider land use through the
federally-supported transportation planning program. One of the eight planning factors (see 23 USC 134
(h) (1)) states the following:
“(E) Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, improve the quality of life,
and promote consistency between transportation improvements and State and local planned growth
and economic development”.
The MTP planning process is mandated by federal legislation and funded by the Louisiana Department of
Transportation and Development (LADOTD), and therefore must conform to the rules and regulations
established by these governing authorities. Nevertheless, the MTP is a local plan designed specifically to
meet local community needs and reflect local community values. This MTP visioning process, therefore,
focused on gathering the locally generated plans and information, as well as the knowledge and wisdom
of the local community while following the state and federal guidelines that structured the planning
process.
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2.2 Initial Data Collection Process
To carry out the development of the MTP for Houma-Thibodaux Urbanized Area, a Study Team was
established in November of 2008. The Study Team consisted of the HTMPO Technical Advisory
Committee, the MPO staff and a professional planning and engineering consulting team. The role of
the Study Team was to provide technical expertise, recommendations and professional judgment
throughout the MTP development process.
The initial task of the Study Team was to gather existing data, plans, reports, institutional knowledge
about land use patterns, economic development goals, demographic trends, environmental issues,
safety and security issues, and the transportation system of the study area. This task was carried out
through a series of public involvement activities undertaken in connection with the 2035 HoumaThibodaux Urbanized Area Transportation Study. These activities included an initial Stakeholders
Meeting for transportation interests in the study area; a series of visioning (information distributing and
input gathering) sessions to which the general public was invited; and the posting of pertinent items on
the HTMPO website. The principal purpose of these public involvement activities was to provide
opportunities for individuals to participate in the development of the long-range regional transportation
plan by (1) expressing opinions and/or providing relevant information regarding goals and objectives for
the transportation planning process and (2) identifying specific needs to be addressed in the
transportation plan and met through implementation of that plan.

2.2.1 Stakeholder Meetings
Early in the plan development, the Study Team met with officials representing the Terrebonne Parish
Consolidated Government (TPCG), Assumption Parish, Lafourche Parish, the City of Thibodaux, the Town
of Lockport and the Town of Golden Meadow. These meetings were intended to present an overview of
the planning process, which would be undertaken in support of the MTP, and to solicit information that
might contribute to the project. Specifically, input was sought on current and future land use patterns,
zoning, effects of recent hurricanes on the region, transportation system issues and needs. Additionally,
the Study Team emphasized the need for the plan to consider all forms of transportation (roadway,
public transit, pedestrian and bike ways, rail, air, and water as well as related intermodal connections),
and address key policy issues. Minutes of these meetings are included in Appendix A.
Terrebonne Parish Consolidated Government (TPCG)
The Study Team met with the city-parish staff on December 11, 2008 to discuss the planning process
and gather information on the local land use planning efforts and recent trends, transportation system
issues and needs, and the effects of recent hurricanes.
Effects of recent hurricanes and land use trends:
The city-parish staff indicated that there was an observed trend in which both residential and business
interests were relocating from vulnerable areas in south Terrebonne Parish to more northerly locations.
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Transportation Problems:
1. An urbanized community experiencing concentrated capacity constraints on many commercial
roadway corridors.
2. Parish is home to a large industrial base, which functions with peak period shift changes and
which is supported by industrial truck traffic.
3. Located in a geographical area which concentrates roadways and development along numerous
navigable waterways. Because the waterways are navigable by commercial vessel traffic, access
across the waterways is limited by the placement of costly movable span or high rise bridge
crossings.
4. Also, the marsh and open water expanses that extend between the navigable waterways make
it both expensive and environmentally constraining to provide roadway links between the
developed corridors.

Transportation Needs:
The city-parish staff reviewed many of the projects that are currently in the Year 2025 Plan, and
suggested that these projects remain as priorities as we consider the Year 2035 Plan. In particular,
the Prospect Street Bridge Replacement remains a top priority of the Parish.
TPCG Comprehensive Plan:
Terrebonne Parish Consolidated Government (TPCG) has a Comprehensive Plan which was last updated
in 2003. Currently, TPCG is in the process of updating this Comprehensive Plan. Following is the draft
vision statement of the TPCG.
“In 20 years, Terrebonne Parish will be a model community with job opportunities for all in a resilient
economy, offering adequate, affordable, and safe housing for all income groups, an enviable education
system turning out college-ready and job-ready graduates, and an efficient infrastructure supporting
sustainable development, all working together to attract and sustain growth in the parish and region.”
The study team reviewed this document and took it into consideration in preparing the land use forecast
and project identification for the parish. Specifically, for this MTP planning effort, the Study Team
carefully reviewed and considered the eighteen (18) development zones, zoning maps for the City of
Houma, and proposed highway improvements that were identified in the Comprehensive Plan.

Description of Development Zones
Terrebonne Parish consists of several unique communities. These communities are the result of culture,
access to natural resources, and several other factors, but the primary influence has been geography.
Because much of Terrebonne Parish is accessible only by water, many areas were, and still are, isolated.
These communities exist as separate cultures. In the 20th century, there has been some commingling of
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communities, but there are still separate issues in these various areas. To help focus on the areas that
are common in this project, several development zones were created. These development zones will
allow the public, in the planning process, to develop strategies for issues specific to their community, as
well as for the parish as a whole.
Terrebonne Parish Development Zone Map

Source: TPCG Comprehensive Plan
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Terrebonne Parish Proposed Highway Improvement Map

Source: TPCG Comprehensive Plan
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Terrebonne Parish Zoning Map

Lafourche Parish
The Study Team met with the parish staff on December 11, 2008 to discuss the planning process and to
gather information on the local land use planning efforts and recent trends, transportation system
issues and needs, and the effects of recent hurricanes.
Effects of recent hurricanes and land use trends:

The parish staff indicated that there was an observed trend in that families were relocating
from areas in south Lafourche to north Lafourche, particularly to the Bayou Blue area.
Transportation Problems:
1. The Greater Lafourche Port Commission is upgrading the South Lafourche Airport to facilitate
access to offshore support industries. Currently, there is no direct roadway connection between
the airport and LA 3235.
2. LA 3235 currently terminates at Larose.
3. Poor connectivity between south Thibodaux and LA 20.
4. Need for safe harbor for marine traffic.
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Transportation Needs:
1. Provide a direct roadway link between the South Lafourche Airport and LA 3235.
2. Extend LA 3235 to provide a direct connection to US 90/Future I-49.
3. Provide a new bridge crossing of Bayou Lafourche at Laurel Valley Road and connect Laurel
Valley Road with LA 20.
4. Provide a safe harbor for marine traffic inside the south Lafourche protection levee.

City of Thibodaux, Lafourche Parish
The Study Team met with the city staff on December 11, 2008 to discuss the planning process and to
gather information on the local land use planning efforts and recent trends, transportation system
issues and needs, and the effects of recent hurricanes.
Effects of recent hurricanes and land use trends:

The parish staff indicated that there was an observed trend in that families were relocating
from areas in south Lafourche to areas in north Lafourche near Thibodaux.
Transportation Problems:
1. Poor connectivity between south Thibodaux, and LA 20.
2. Poor connectivity north-south through Thibodaux.
3. Need for better connectivity to the Mississippi River corridor, both for hurricane evacuation and
economic development.
Transportation Needs:
1. Provide a new route between Thibodaux and St. James Parish.
2. Provide a new bridge crossing of Bayou Lafourche at Laurel Valley Road and connect Laurel
Valley Road with LA 20.
3. Complete the extension of Acadia Road through Thibodaux utilizing the abandoned rail corridor
through town to LA 3185.
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City of Thibodaux Zoning Map

Source: City of Thibodaux
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Town of Lockport, Lafourche Parish
The Study Team met with the town staff on December 10, 2008 to discuss the planning process and to
gather information on the local land use planning efforts and recent trends, transportation system
issues and needs, and the effects of recent hurricanes.
Effects of recent hurricanes and land use trends:

The Town of Lockport did not experience any significant affects from the storms. However,
there is concern that the latest FEMA requirements associated with the designation of 100
year floodplains will impact future growth.
Areas of Job Growth:
1. Ship building and repair on Bayou Lafourche.
2. Support for offshore industries located at Port Fourchon.
3. Industries in Terrebonne Parish.

Transportation Problems:
1. Traffic traversing through Lockport en route to/from Port Fourchon.
2. LA 1 needs to be improved through Lockport.
3. Localized traffic problems need to be addressed, especially at the entrance to Walmart.
Transportation Needs:
1. Address localized capacity issues affecting LA 1.
2. Provide additional bridges over Bayou Lafourche.
3. Extend LA 3235 to US 90/future I-49.
4. Consider a transportation use of abandoned Louisiana and Delta rail corridor, which parallels LA
308.

Town of Golden Meadow, Lafourche Parish
The Study Team met with the town staff on December 10, 2008 to discuss the planning process and to
gather information on the local land use planning efforts and recent trends, transportation system
issues and needs, and the effects of recent hurricanes.
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Effects of recent hurricanes and land use trends:
The costs to evacuate as well as the costs to repair homes and business after the storms is
discouraging, particularly to the younger members of the community. This concern is producing
a trend to relocate to areas in north Lafourche and Assumption Parishes. The down side to this
trend is longer work related commutes. Insurance costs and FEMA requirements associated with
the designation of 100 year floodplains will also impact future growth.
Areas of Job Growth:
1. Port Fourchon.

Transportation Problems:
2. Access to Port Fourchon - LA 1 south of Golden Meadow is not safe!
3. Localized traffic routing between LA 1 and LA 3235 is problematic. Traffic traversing between
LA 1 and LA 3235 utilizes local streets to make the connection. Also, intersecting streets
connecting LA 3235 with LA 1 have poorly designed intersections with the state routes, which
results in many accidents.
Transportation Needs:
1. Fix safety problems associated with LA 1 south of Golden Meadow.
2. Provide additional bridges over Bayou Lafourche.
3. Extend LA 3235 to US 90/future I-49.
Other Notes of Interest:
Mayor Bouziga works with Edison Chouest Offshore. He spoke eloquently about his company’s
attempts to get workers to commute to south Lafourche via bus; the company offered to secure
the buses. However, they could not get workers to give up their cars/trucks and use the buses.

Assumption Parish
The Study Team met with the parish staff on December 11, 2008 to discuss the planning process and to
gather information on the local land use planning efforts and recent trends, transportation system
issues and needs, and the effects of recent hurricanes.
Effects of recent hurricanes and land use trends:
The parish staff indicated that there was an observed trend of families relocating from areas at
risk from hurricanes to Assumption Parish, particularly to the Labadieville area.
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Transportation Problems:
1. LA 308 is substandard. Shoulders are either deficient or nonexistent. Also, horizontal curves are
substandard. Entire roadway needs to be upgraded for safety.
2. LA 1 needs to be maintained better. The roadway surface is degrading and overlay is required at
various locations.
3. The LA 1010 bridge over Bayou Lafourche is obsolete and needs replacement.
4. Many Assumption Parish residents attend college at Nicholls. Others use Thibodaux Hospital for
medical care. These facilities are located on the south side of Thibodaux. The transit from
Assumption Parish through Thibodaux to these facilities is very time consuming.
Transportation Needs:
1. Provide a more efficient route through Thibodaux. This can be accomplished by the extension
of Acadia Road utilizing the abandoned rail corridor through town to LA 3185.
2. Upgrade LA 308.

2.2.2 Visioning Meetings
To gather public input into the planning process for the MTP Update, a series of Visioning Workshops
was held. These workshops solicited public input regarding the future of the transportation system in
the Houma-Thibodaux urbanized area, which includes the southern portion of Assumption Parish,
urbanized Terrebonne Parish, urbanized Lafourche Parish, the cities of Houma and Thibodaux, and the
Town of Lockport.
In order to provide a fair opportunity for all citizens to attend, the Study Team held three (3) Scenario
Workshops throughout the MPO study area to make attendance easy for the public.
The Scenario Workshops were held from 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. on the following dates and locations:
North Lafourche Visioning Meeting:
Monday, January 26, 2009
Thibodaux High School Library
1355 Tiger Drive, Thibodaux, LA 70301
South Lafourche Visioning Meeting:
Wednesday, January 28, 2009
Larose Civic Center
307 Fifth St., Larose, LA, 70373
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Terrebonne Visioning Meeting:
Thursday, January 29, 2009
Terrebonne Parish Government Tower
8026 Main Street, Houma, LA 70360

At these workshops members of the public shared their concerns, ideas, values, and visions with SCPDC,
and the following is a description of that process and its outcomes.

Public Outreach Methods
The Study Team utilized various outreach methods to inform the public about the update process and
the MTP Update 2035 Visioning and Scenario Based Planning Workshops. Following is a brief summary
of these methods and the results they produced.
Invitation
The Study Team notified the public by email to attend one of three visioning workshops through
personal invitation – using their current public outreach list. Please see Appendix B-1 for a copy of the
invitation.
Website
The Vision Meetings schedule was posted on the SCPDC website.
Press Release
SCPDC issued a press release to all media representatives. (Appendix B-2)
Advertisements
In order to further inform citizens in Planning Area, advertisements were placed in local print media that
announced the date, time, and location of the workshops. Please see Appendix B-3 to view these
advertisements.
Other Outreach
Representatives of the Native American Community were identified and email invitations were
distributed to representatives of that community (Appendix B-4). The Terrebonne Parish Consolidated
Government made announcements to the media regarding the upcoming meetings, and the City of
Thibodaux included an announcement of the meetings in a city-sponsored Newsletter circulated to over
2,000 residents. The Study Team also made personal contacts by phone to a number of entities
including the Council on Aging representing Lafourche, Terrebonne, and Assumption Parishes, Nicholls
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State University, and the Greater Lafourche Port Commission, encouraging their participation in the
Workshops.

Visioning and Scenario Workshop Format
Workshop participants (stakeholders) were requested to sign-in, and were provided a handout which
included 11”x17” maps showing demographics and transportation network, a survey form to rank
various transportation goals to develop criteria for project selection and another survey form to
document the stakeholder interest they represented. A summary of these surveys was presented at the
end of this section in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2.
The sign-in sheets for all three meetings are provided in Appendix C.
•

Appendix C-1, North Lafourche Meeting (Thibodaux)

•

Appendix C-2, South Lafourche Meeting (Larose)

•

Appendix C-3, Houma –Terrebonne Meeting (Houma)

The participants were then directed to one of a number of tables; at which large scale maps of the
meeting “target geography” were located. Each table was also provided with multiple sets of colored
markers, which were utilized by the participants to annotate maps in the various work sessions.
A PowerPoint presentation was used as the template to introduce the project, to review key
transportation, land use and environmental issues, and as a focus the two work sessions that would
form the basis of data collection. The Study Team members were present at each table during the work
sessions to support the discussions and assist participants. Copies of each PowerPoint Presentation are
provided in Appendix D.
In the “Expected Growth” workshop session, meeting participants were asked to identify goals for future
land use by locating land use categories on the maps. In the “Transportation Improvements” workshop
session, participants were requested to identify needed multi-modal transportation projects by locating
the required improvements on the maps. The mark-up maps were translated on to a digital base to
provide clear mapping statements of each workshop’s findings. Additionally, each session was recorded
and discussion points not easily displayed on to maps were documented.

North Lafourche Visioning Meeting
The following overview comments were documented from the workshop participants in terms of land
use and transportation system issues and needs.
Land Use
There was consensus that the recent hurricanes (Gustav, Rita and Katrina) have changed the focus of
development throughout the planning area. Residential, commercial and industrial development is
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shifting to locations which are less vulnerable to storm surge and damage, including north Lafourche
and Assumption Parishes.
•

Residential growth will occur west of LA 20 from Thibodaux to Chackbay and south of Nicholls
State University along LA 1. Multi-family development should happen west of Thibodaux along
LA 3107.

•

Commercial growth will also occur along LA 20 from Thibodaux to Chackbay. Infill commercial
development will happen around the hospital on Acadian Dr.

•

There is a concept for a Technical School east of Raceland on US 90.

•

The Bayou Blue area along LA 316 will continue to grow north and south of US 90/I-49.

Transportation Facilities
There was considerable discussion regarding the need for improved connectivity between Thibodaux
and the river parishes of St. James and St. John the Baptist. This would include the upgrade of LA 20 as
well as the construction of a new route extending from Laurel Valley Road at Highway 308 to a
connection with LA 20 in the vicinity of Chackbay. These improvements would support the growth of
Thibodaux as a regional center. Other identified needs are as follows:
•

Improve access along Acadian Dr. through Thibodaux parallel to LA 1 from Assumption Parish to
Nicholls/hospital area and extend Acadian Dr south to LA 24 in Terrebonne.

•

Complete the Thibodaux Loop using LA 3185, LA 648 (Percy Brown Rd.), and a new connector
from LA 308 to LA 20 north of Thibodaux.

•

Extend Bayou Gardens Blvd to LA 316 and then to LA 182 at Prospect Blvd.

•

Widen LA 308 for safety reasons.

•

Upgrade all Bayou Lafourche bridges.

•

Include bicycle/pedestrian facilities in all street projects and develop a bicycle/pedestrian access
between the CBD and Nicholls State University.

•

Provide additional transit service in Thibodaux for the handicapped to include door to door
rather than curb to curb.

The information gathered was translated into graphics for easy presentation. Figure 2-1 presents a
mapping summary of the North Lafourche areas identified for future growth. Figure 2-2 presents a map
of North Lafourche which provides documentation of needed transportation improvements as identified
by workshop participants.
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South Lafourche Visioning Meeting
The following overview comments were documented from the workshop participants regarding land use
and transportation system issues and needs.
Land Use
There was consensus that the recent hurricanes (Gustav, Rita and Katrina) have changed the focus of
development throughout the planning area. Residential, commercial and industrial development is
shifting to locations which are less vulnerable to storm surge and damage. This shift to areas north of
Ward 10 is exacerbated by new FEMA 100-year floodplain delineations and associated regulation of
development.
•

There will be very little, if any, residential growth south of the Intra Coastal Waterway (ICWW) if
a protective levee system is not constructed.

•

There will be limited multi-family development in Galliano.

•

Some commercial development will occur along LA 3235 to serve transient industry travel.

•

Infill residential and commercial growth will happen between Larose and Lockport.

•

Residential and commercial growth is occurring in Mathews because of The US 90/I-49 corridor.

Transportation Facilities
Many workshop participants enumerated very personal stories associated with vehicular accidents
resulting in death or catastrophic injury to family and friends due to the area's unsafe roadways. LA 308
needs to be widened to include shoulders for its entire length. There needs to be traffic signal controls
at various intersections along LA 3235.
Port Fourchon serves as a principal staging and support facility to the Gulf of Mexico offshore oil
industry. There are approximately 1200 trucks travelling in and out of the Port daily. Prior to the
construction of LA 3235 from LA 24 in Larose southward to Golden Meadow, LA 1 and LA 308 (both 2lane State routes) experienced very high levels of commercial truck traffic associated with Port
Fourchon. While most of that traffic has shifted to LA 3235, various suggestions were made by meeting
participants in support of new and improved roadway connections between LA 1/LA 308/LA 3235.
These improvements would provide access to the shipbuilding and seafood industries on Bayou
Lafourche and improved access between the South Lafourche Airport and LA 3235.
The northward extension of LA 3235 was envisioned as two options. One option would include a high
rise bridge over the ICWW and run parallel to LA 1 and interchange with US 90/I-49 west of Raceland.
The other option would also include a bridge over the ICWW but would cross Bayou Lafourche between
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Larose and Lockport and utilize the railroad right-of-way to access an interchange with US 90/I-49 east
of Raceland.
The railroad spur south of Raceland should be extended to Port Fourchon.
Various comments were received in support of the need for bicycle and pedestrian facility
improvements throughout the community.
The information gathered was translated into graphics for easy presentation. Figure 2-3 presents a
mapping summary of the South Lafourche areas identified for future growth. Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5
present maps of South Lafourche which provide documentation of transportation improvements as
noted by workshop participants.
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Terrebonne Visioning Meeting
The following overview comments were documented from the workshop participants regarding land use
and transportation system issues and needs.
Land Use
There was consensus that the recent hurricanes (Gustav, Rita and Katrina) have changed the focus of
development throughout the planning area. Residential, commercial and industrial development is
shifting to locations which are less vulnerable to storm surge and damage. FEMA 100-year floodplain
delineations and associated regulation of development have exacerbated this trend. There will be
population loss in the communities along the five bayous south of Houma.
The area noted by workshop participants as being most likely to attract future growth in Terrebonne
Parish is along LA 311, LA 24 and LA 316 extending to and north of US 90/I-49 to Schriever.
Commercial development will occur at the three interchanges (LA 311, LA 24, and LA 316) with US90/I49 and the Hollywood Rd area from Valhi Blvd to Tunnel Blvd. Additional commercial could happen
along LA 20 north of Schriever.
Industrial development is starting to occur on LA 311 north of US 90/I-49 and will expand at the Port of
Terrebonne on the Houma Navigation Channel and in the Gibson area on LA 182.

Transportation Facilities
The LA 311 corridor should be improved or a parallel route constructed by extending Valhi Blvd from
Hollywood Rd to US 90/I-49.
The Houma Loop could be implemented by connecting existing facilities. A new bridge over the ICWW
would connect LA 311 with Industrial Blvd, which could be extended through the Houma Air Base to
connect to Prospect Blvd near Bayou Blue Rd. Prospect Blvd could be extended northward to connect
with LA 24 near Schriever with an interchange at US 90/I-49.
The Port of Terrebonne and the Houma Airport could be served by rail with a spur from the mainline at
Raceland. Woodlawn Ranch Rd should be relocated south to allow for the airport expansion.
Other than the US 90 Corridor, major roadway routes in Terrebonne Parish traverse through the City of
Houma. This circumstance routes commercial truck traffic through Houma on routes not designed to
accommodate significant movements of commercial truck traffic. Workshop participants noted the
need to provide new truck routes, or improve the existing routes.
Transit service between Houma and Thibodaux should be improved.
Various comments were received in support of the need to connect existing pedestrian routes and to
improve pedestrian routes to accommodate accessibility to persons with disabilities.
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The information gathered was translated into graphics for easy presentation. Figure 2-6 presents a
mapping summary of the Terrebonne areas identified for future growth. Figure 2-7 presents a map of
Terrebonne which provides documentation of transportation improvements as noted by workshop
participants.
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Stakeholder Representation
Stakeholder representation survey forms from the three visioning meetings were tabulated and
summarized in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Stakeholder Representation
Stakeholder Group
Bicycle User
Pedestrian Facilities (sidewalks, hike & bike trails, etc.) User
Public Transit User (inside Assumption Parish)
Public Transit User (inside Lafourche Parish)
Public Transit User (inside Houma Terrebonne Parish)
Transit for the elderly and disabled User
Airport User
Intercity Bus and/or Rail User
Water Port User
Responsible for transportation of children
Business Owner
Member of Community Group (such as neighborhood association, civic club, etc.)
Member of Environmental Protection Organization
Member of Historic or Cultural Preservation Organization
Representative of an Agency that provides Traffic Control
Representative of an Agency that supports ride-sharing
Representative of an Agency that regulates public parking
Representative of an Agency that is responsible for transportation safety
Representative of a Law Enforcement Agency
Representative of an Agency that is responsible for Land Use Management
Representative of an Agency that is responsible for Natural Resources
Representative of an Agency that is responsible for Environmental Protection
Representative of an Agency that is responsible for Energy Conservation
Representative of an Agency that is responsible for Historic Preservation
Transit Operator
Airport Operator
Port Authority
Private Transportation Provider (e.g. taxis, buses, etc.)
City or Parish Elected Official
Tribal Official
Planning organizing member (please name the organization)* see below
Freight handler - or freight company owner
Member of a population that is traditionally underserved by the transportation system
Resident of Houma - Terrebonne
Resident of Thibodaux
Resident of Lockport
Resident of Golden Meadow
Resident of Lafourche Parish - outside of the city limits of any incorporated city
Resident of Assumption Parish
Others **
* MPO, SCPDC, Lafourche Parish Planning Commission, BISCO, ** Nicholls State University, Consultant
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13
17
0
3
4
7
13
1
8
8
13
18
5
5
3
2
2
3
3
4
4
3
2
1
2
3
3
3
9
0
7
0
9
9
8
1
0
24
0
2
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Ranking of Transportation Goals
A survey form with a matrix of 12 goals was provided and participants were asked to indicate their
ranking of each goal as Extremely Important, Very Important, Important, Not Very Important, or
Unimportant. The goals were provided as “phrases” and were not otherwise defined. Responses from
the survey forms from the three visioning meetings were tabulated and summarized in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2
Ranking of Transportation Goals
TRANSPORTATION GOALS

Score
Weighted
Score
1
31
31
31
26
21
21
17
18
16
14
12
13

2
9
9
8
9
13
14
14
14
13
11
10
6

3
2
1
2
3
5
6
8
7
9
12
13
15

4
1
2
3
2
2
1
2
2
3
2
5
3

5
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
2

N/R
1
1
1
4
4
2
4
3
4
5
4
6

Improve safety
6.59
Improve access
6.69
Reduce congestion
6.69
Improve quality of life
7.29
Promote efficiency
7.73
Support economic development goals
8.01
Conserve energy
8.51
Connect modes of travel
8.63
Protect the environment
8.95
Improve security
9.63
Support land use goals
10.61
Preserve right-of-way
10.68
RANK:
1 - Extremely Important; 2 - Very Important; 3 - Important; 4 - Not Very Important; 5 - Unimportant
N/R : No Response

Final
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Goals receiving the highest ranking were:
1. Improve Safety - Most of the arterial roads throughout the MPO geography are historically
located along meanderings of natural channels, which are the highest proximity elevations.
Existing development constrains the rights-of-way and shoulders are frequently deficient based
on today’s standards. Improving safety throughout the roadway network is a pervasive concern.
2. Improve Access - As noted, the region’s geography features development along the natural
waterways. This linear settlement patterns is constrained by expanses of wetlands, making
connections between roadways on routes other than along the natural waterways both
expensive and of concern to the environment. The expression by meeting participants of the
need to improve access is a natural outgrowth these constraints.
3. Reduce congestion – As a result of the compression of significant residential, commercial and
industrial development, and associated transportation facilities into narrow topographic
corridors, the roadway network is experiencing significant congestion. Meeting participants
are seeking solutions to intensifying congestion.
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2.3 Agency Consultation
To develop a truly effective transportation plan that addresses the needs of all system users, it is
necessary to obtain input from all stakeholders. For this reason, the consultation process is an
important component of plan development. While community outreach and public participation
meetings garner input from many transportation system users, there are stakeholder groups that have
important information that could be lost if for any reason they did not participate in the public
participation meetings. The consultation process is designed to make an additional effort to gather input
from key stakeholder constituencies that may not be adequately represented in the community
outreach and public participation process.
Federal and state planning regulations require that MPOs attempt to involve all transportation
stakeholders in the planning process. The following is a list of stakeholders that should be afforded the
opportunity to participate:
Affected public agencies
Representatives of public transportation employees
Freight shippers
Providers of freight transportation services
Private providers of transportation
Representatives of users of public transportation
Representatives of user of pedestrian walkways, and bicycle transportation facilities
Representatives of persons with disabilities
The following is a discussion of the consultation process that was initiated during this planning process
with the identified stakeholder groups.

Federal and State Government Partners
The MPO staff regularly interacts with their federal partners such as the FHWA and FTA on a continuing
basis through meetings, conferences, and workshops. Through this interaction, information and current
best practices are exchanged. MPO planners also interact with and discuss the planning process with
state partners such as LADOTD and DEQ through similar meetings, conferences, and workshops.
As part of this consultation process, the Study Team met with the Department of Environmental
Quality’s Environmental Scientist Supervisor regarding the MTP Update process. The DEQ Scientist
Supervisor noted that increased industry and highway infrastructure contribute to poor air quality. With
that in mind, he noted that the Lafourche air monitor only exceeds federal air quality standards during
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cane-burning season. He directed the Study Team to several potential sources of geographic data
regarding environmentally sensitive areas.
In an additional meeting with LADOTD, the District 02 Area Engineer said LADOTD is looking at the
following locations for roundabouts (The Engineer believes there is sufficient right-of-way to complete
these projects):
•

Country Dr & LA 24

•

LA 3185 & LA 20 (Main St)

•

LA 3185 & LA 3107

•

Country Estates & LA 316

He also stated that he feels these intersection improvements are the most cost-efficient way to improve
transportation in the area.

Multimodal Concerns and Freight Shippers
Because intermodal freight movement is a key issue for regional economic development and safety, a
consultation process was conducted to solicit the issues and concerns of the managers of the ports and
airports in the region.
The Executive Director of Terrebonne Port expressed concern that so many roads to and near the Port
were two lanes instead of four. He suggested Grand Caillou/LA 57, Industrial Blvd, and the Thompson
Rd extension needed to be four lanes. He stated that the Port is creating jobs on the east side of Houma
and this is leading to congestion in that area. In addition, the Port Executive Director suggested the road
to the Port needed to be paved and the Bayou Dularge Bridge needed to be about two feet higher.
The Manager of South Lafourche Leonard Miller, Jr. Airport and Port Fourchon expressed concerned
about the lack of real access to LA 1/LA 308. He stated that most of the traffic generated in and out of
the airport is related to the Port and these roads are the main connectors between the two. In addition,
the manager stated that there is poor access to LA 3235 and feels this is hindering the region’s ability to
develop air freight. Without a bridge from the airport to LA 3235, vehicles must travel north to cross the
bayou and then head south making a long indirect trip that could be alleviated by a bridge. Lastly, the
manager stated that the South Lafourche Bridge near the Port Commission’s office needs better signal
timing with nearby signals in order to improve traffic flow.
The Airport Director of the Houma-Terrebonne Airport Commission expressed his opinion that a fourlane road between the airport and US 90 would make air freight more attractive. And, that this
improved connection would also make passenger service a viable option for the airport which currently
only serves general aviation.
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The Airport Director also indicated that the airport has been fortunate to see an increase in operations
since Hurricane Katrina. One advantageous aspect of the airport is that it has an air traffic control
tower. The Director pointed out that this makes the Houma-Terrebonne Airport more attractive than
other local airports. As a result, almost half of the operations at the airport entail moving people and
equipment to offshore oil operations. The Houma-Terrebonne Airport is also one of five Aeromedical
Marshaling Points in the state. The airport is utilized in the evacuation of critical-care patients and uses
a natural gas generator during emergencies.

Transit Agencies
Through consultation with Good Earth Transit, the Terrebonne Parish public transit service, additional
information regarding the state of public transit in the region was garnered. Good Earth Transit has
recently received $480,000 to install shelters and benches. This coincides with the transit agency
regaining advertising control of these facilities. The initial plan is to add 15 bus shelters and 100
benches. There may be enough money left over for another 5 shelters and 20-30 benches. Good Earth
Transit also indicated that, unfortunately, there is very poor pedestrian access to the transit stops and
Good Earth Transit lacks a GIS layer showing where all the stops are located.
Good Earth Transit also noted with regret that people in both Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes lack
non-automobile choices to reach destinations outside the parishes. There is train service from
Schriever, but it only operates every other day. The train station is not served by Greyhound and there
is no connection between the transit system and the train station. The station is not ADA accessible and
no one is regularly scheduled to attend the station.
Good Earth Transit also stated that human service coordination is in its infancy in the area, but that the
human services coordination planning process is looking at Nicholls as a potential transfer site for
coordination of transit services, and the possibility of coordinating with St. James Parish to bring people
to Chabert Medical Center.
The transit agency stated that it wants to be prepared when ITS is implemented in the area because
they are looking forward to being able to track vehicles, having traffic signal preemption, and having
wireless communication along routes tied to their security system. The agency would like to tie into the
fiber optic project currently being sponsored by the MPO.
Service has not been provided along Van Ave/LA 661 because the bridges on that route (Navigational
Canal and Dularge) are unreliable. Good Earth Transit indicated that it is currently considering the
initiation of a loop route in Thibodaux, which would connect with the Houma/Nicholls route resulting in
a circulator route for Thibodaux and connectivity between the urban areas.

Disadvantaged and Traditionally Underserved Citizens
In order to gather additional information on the needs of disadvantaged and traditionally underserved
citizens, i.e. elderly, disabled, and low-income populations, the Study Team consulted with those
agencies currently providing transit service to those populations in the MPO study area. These
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organizations also provide services outside of the MPO study area and some of the issues and concerns
expressed by the agencies cover their broader service delivery area, however understanding the broader
issues and concerns helps the MPO better coordinate with these agencies.
The Study Team consulted with the Director of Lafourche Association of Retarded Citizens (ARC) which
provides on-demand transit service for the elderly and disabled in Lafourche Parish. The Lafourche ARC
expressed concern about the ability of elderly citizens to get around since they have recently taken a
serious cut in funding at the state level and consequently have cut transportation services they provide
to the elderly. The Director stated that the ARC receives no funding to offset costs for transporting the
elderly. The Director stated that he feels that the elderly are a real priority because they are an at-risk
population with needs but sometimes no transportation means. The ARC believes that services to the
elderly should be a high priority for the transit system. The ARC also believes that the transportation
needs of the low-income population should also be a priority.
The Director also explained that the Lafourche ARC has a contract with the Lafourche Council on Aging
(COA) and Special School District #1 to cooperatively provide transit services to the elderly and to special
needs children.
The Study Team learned from the Assumption Council on Aging (COA) that the COA provides on-demand
transit service in Assumption Parish. The Assumption COA transit service is dependent upon local
millage and Medicaid reimbursements for funding to cover insurance, fuel, maintenance, and salaries.
FTA 5310 funds are used to purchase capital equipment. The Assumption COA has nine vehicles and 40
employees.
The COA indicated that approximately once a week, a van from the Assumption COA carries passengers
to Baton Rouge (approximately 50 miles away) and Morgan City (approximately 35 miles away). The
COA has increased the number of trips to Chabert Medical Center in Houma to once a day (many are
Title IX Medicaid trips). Meals are delivered by the COA in personal vehicles every day to those who are
homebound.
The main transportation issue discussed with the Assumption COA was a lack of shoulders on LA 308 as
there is no room for their vans to move to the side to accommodate passenger embarking and
debarking.
The Terrebonne Council on Aging (COA) provides on-demand transit service to the elderly and disabled
in Terrebonne Parish. The Director of the Terrebonne COA expressed issues with identifying urban
versus rural areas in the parish. Therefore, the COA feels that there is a need for a program that can
accommodate urban trips.
The Terrebonne COA serves the whole parish, and the COA is concerned that although they travel over
half a million miles a year, they are still not reaching everyone in need. They travel 2,000 miles each
weekday and 325 miles on Saturdays to serve dialysis patients.
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The COA also expressed a concern about the security of their vehicles because the place where their
vans are parked at night leaves the vans vulnerable. One night a drunk driver drove off the road and
damaged three of their vans.

Business Interests
In an effort to obtain additional input from the business community regarding transportation needs in
the study area, several business and economic development groups were included in the consultation
process.
In a consultation meeting with the president of the Thibodaux Chamber of Commerce, she expressed
the opinion that the City missed an opportunity to create a complete transportation system several
years ago and is now paying for it with increased congestion. She also stated that the City could also
use a loop road for non-Thibodaux traffic.
In addition, the president stated that LA 1/LA 308 has safety issues for emergency responders and a
couplet system would be better for emergency responders, businesses, and travelers. She expressed
the opinion that this segment could also use more bridges to connect businesses to traffic. She felt that
in general there needs to be better traffic signal synchronization in Thibodaux and more left turn bays
because people waiting to make a left turn from the main travel lanes impede traffic flow.
The Thibodaux Chamber of Commerce supports the Acadian Road project, and feels that there needs to
be wider shoulders on the main roads in the parish. The Chamber also believes that the speed limit on
LA 308 between Audubon and LA 20 is perceived as being too high. The president of the Chamber also
identified a problem with truck traffic on Canal Blvd because trucks can’t use Canal Blvd due to the base
and they all have to use Jackson, although she also noted that there is no really good solution because
diverting truck traffic through Jackson St is not a good idea.
The Chamber finds it problematic that the airport for the area is in Schriever, and the Amtrak station is
also in Schriever but it is unreliable.
The Chamber president discussed the non-auto transportation needs of Thibodaux. She noted that
there is currently no public transit in Thibodaux, although the transit agency in Houma is considering
adding a route connecting Houma and Thibodaux and a circulator route around Thibodaux. She said
that there is a designated bike route on LA 308, but it is not really safe because of the speed of the
motorists.
The Houma-Terrebonne Chamber of Commerce has an Infrastructure Committee that has prepared the
following list of prioritized projects:
•

Widening of LA 311.

•

Hurricane evacuation/ North-South corridor.
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•

Completion of I-49 through the area.

•

Implementation of ITS.

•

Widening of Hollywood Rd.

•

Prospect St Bridge replacement.

•

Deepening of the Houma Navigational Canal.

•

Preparation of a sewerage plan.

•

Improved access to Port of Terrebonne.

•

Extension of Valhi Blvd.

•

Current landfill contract is expiring and there is a need find new location.

•

Extension of Westside Blvd.

•

Widen Grand Caillou Rd (LA 57) south of Industrial Blvd.

•

Louisiana Optical Network Initiative (LONI) commendations network linking universities in
Louisiana. There is a need to connect airport to this network.

•

Bayou Terrebonne boardwalk.

The Chamber’s Economic Development Committee has been having ongoing discussions regarding bikes
in the parish. Particularly, they would like to make the community more livable with improved, familyoriented parks with bike trails and bike paths along the bayou roads. They would also like to increase
parks and recreation options in the area to improve how well the community “shows.”
When consulted, the Houma-Terrebonne Chamber of Commerce indicated that it thinks the tunnel is a
psychological barrier to east-west travel in the area. The Chamber also stated that it would like to see
an improved east-west connection. In addition, the Chamber expressed the opinion that there are too
many stop signs in neighborhoods that are ineffective as traffic calming measures. The Chamber also
expressed its support of the ITS efforts in the area.
In general, the Chamber representative noted that the population in Terrebonne Parish is moving from
south to north and from east to west.
When consulted by the Study Team, the Director of the South Louisiana Economic Council said there
was a possibility of making the north-south corridor (currently undergoing alternatives analysis) an
additional phase to the work on LA 1. This would provide a better connection between Port Fourchon
and the plants in the River Parishes.
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The Executive Director of the LA 1 Coalition noted the importance of Phase III of the LA 1 project (north
of Golden Meadow) since this area support 18% of the nation’s oil needs.
The CEO of the Terrebonne Economic Development Authority (TEDA) said Terrebonne Parish is the only
parish in the state certified as an export/import bank partner. In addition, the Parish is an entitlement
community and TEDA operates a loan program that does not compete with the banks. He also noted
that the area lost housing stock in all four of the recent hurricanes and new housing stock is being built
in new areas that will lead to congestion in new areas as well as other stresses on the existing
infrastructure.
TEDA is involved in re-entry after hurricanes. They issue prioritized badges to people who have
evacuated. People such as medical personnel, parish contractors, and oilfield workers are given the
highest priority to re-enter the area after an evacuation.
Specifically regarding transportation, the CEO said there need to be better roads in the southern part of
the parish to allow the seafood industry better access to the central and northern parts of the parish.
He also suggested the need for an open lock on the Houma Navigation Canal and to upgrade US 90 to an
interstate. According to the CEO, the area is seeing increased truck and water traffic and the area would
also benefit from increased rail access. As many others noted during this consultation process, he said
there needs to be a north-south corridor to facilitate evacuations.

Historic Preservation Districts
The Terrebonne Parish Planning department noted that downtown Houma is part of a National Historic
District, therefore the Study Team consulted with the Main Street (historic district) Manager who
expressed concern that trucks must go through downtown and they (and others) would prefer for trucks
to be routed around downtown. Other issues with downtown include lack of parking and lack of
sidewalks. They would like to see the Parking Authority reconstituted and an off-street parking system
developed. Sidewalks downtown (and in other areas of town) would benefit people visiting the area and
would help Houma become registered as a retirement community. Sidewalks and crosswalks would
need to be built to ADA standards since the downtown built environment is currently unfriendly to
pedestrians and the persons with disabilities. In addition, Main Street representatives would like to see
Barrow St/LA 182 between LA 24 and the Civic Center developed as a cultural corridor.
There are several other topics that have come up in the downtown meetings:
•

There are a number of residential apartments being built downtown and there should be a bike
path connecting various activities in the downtown area.

•

Need for mileage markers on the boardwalk indicating how far a pedestrian has traveled.

•

Would like to have a boat launch connected to the downtown boardwalk.
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Would like to have a golf cart circulator in the downtown.

Emergency Management Services
As the area has experienced damage from four hurricanes in the last five years, it was important that
the Study Team consult with emergency management service providers to ensure that the needs for
emergency transportation are considered in the development of the MTP Update.
When the Terrebonne Parish Director of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness was
consulted, he expressed concern about hurricane evacuations in the area. He stated that there is a need
for a new north-south corridor and there is currently a study under way to select a preferred alternative.
Except for LA 24, which is a couplet, there are only two-lane roads to access US 90. However, LA 24 is
problematic because it floods early in the hurricane evacuation process.
The Director also noted that for traffic headed south of Houma, motorists must go through residential
neighborhoods because there is no loop road around the city. Traffic near the Port must travel on two
lane roads although the Director is hoping that this situation will change soon. Regarding bridges in the
area, he mentioned traffic congestion problems associated with the Houma Navigation Canal Bridge and
the Bayou Lacarpe Bridge. In addition, he mentioned that the clearance of the Bayou Dulange Bridge is
not sufficient for most marine traffic. This is causing delays to vehicular traffic because of frequent
bridge openings.
When the Study Team consulted with the Director of the Assumption Parish Office of Homeland Security
and Emergency Preparedness, the Director said that evacuation routes are always an important topic for
the area. He indicated that his department has a Hazard Mitigation Plan that identifies routes and their
vulnerabilities. These vulnerable routes (due to storm surge) are LA 662, LA 70, and LA 69. Lafourche
and Terrebonne evacuate through Assumption Parish on LA 1 and LA 308. He thinks LA 398 should
connect to LA 3127 to provide another evacuation route. He also acknowledged that wetlands are
always an issue with regards to evacuation routes due to flooding of the roadways. In addition, the
Director indicated that he thinks the LA 398 corridor needs to be developed to help with evacuation and
for economic development purposes.
The Study Team also consulted with the Regional Coordinator of the Governor’s Office of Homeland
Security and Emergency Preparedness who noted the need for the north-south corridor to be set up for
contra flow during evacuations. She indicated that Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes are the most
vulnerable areas in the region. She also stated that her department has a mutual aid agreement with
City of Houma and they will use school buses to get people out in advance of contra flow. Other buses
will pick up people in rural areas and those with special needs, and transport them to Baton Rouge or
Alexandria.
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Transportation Safety and Security Agencies
In order to gather more information regarding safety and security in the region, the Study Team
consulted with the local sheriffs.
The Terrebonne Parish Sheriff expressed concern about a variety of transportation issues in the parish.
Regarding buses, he said it was an issue that the buses did not have early warning lights to notify
motorists when they would be stopping.
In general, the Terrebonne Parish Sheriff said the infrastructure has not been growing with the area. He
sees Hollywood Rd as a particular problem because there are frequent crashes on this corridor. The
Sheriff stated that his office responds to an average of two crashes a day. He indicated that one
problem area is near Vanderbilt Catholic High School and Quality Hotel at peak periods. These two
facilities are across from each other and are both traffic generators. The intersection of Hollywood Rd
and LA 311 is also problematic. Hollywood Rd narrows from four lanes to two and left-turning traffic
blocks the travel lane. He believes Hollywood Rd. needs to be widened and this would be more
beneficial to the Parish than extending Corporate Dr to LA 311.
The Sheriff also expressed concern about two other intersections: East Woodlawn Ranch Rd at LA 57
and Denely at Industrial Blvd.
The Sheriff indicated that bridges and the local tunnel are also safety issues. He stated that the tunnel
experiences a large amount of traffic leading to congestion, and there are problems with the bridges
when they are closed and people must take extended routes to their destinations. The Sheriff stated
that during Hurricane Ike all three bridges in the area were closed and Terrebonne Parish had to rely on
pontoon bridges. Lastly, the Terrebonne Parish sheriff expressed his concern that the Prospect Bridge
construction project will create new problems that his office will have to address.
The Study Team also consulted with the South Central Safe Community Partnership which would like to
see the bridge in Labadievile between LA 1 and 308 in front of St. Phylamina widened.
When the Study Team consulted with the Lafourche Parish Sheriff, he noted the high level of congestion
in Thibodaux and suggested the city needs a bypass. In general, he expressed the belief that Lafourche
Parish does not get as many transportation projects as Terrebonne Parish. The Sheriff identified the
following additional problems:
•

“Lafourche Crossing on LA 1/LA 308 has problems with line-of-sight, flooding, and over-sized
loads. I would like to see some type of overpass combining both roads.”

•

“LA 20 is a challenge (through Chackbay) with traffic every day because of no shoulders and a
significant amount of truck traffic.”
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•

“Lafourche crossing on LA 308 has problems with sharp curves. Flooding is an issue and there is
a railroad crossing. Oversize loads can’t pass through this area and are rerouted through
residential areas.”

•

“Matthews at Wal-Mart is a traffic issue.”

•

“St. Anne’s Hospital is a problem – that intersection is a problem with the actuated light – traffic
on the main road has to be stopped to accommodate just a few vehicles. “

The Sheriff indicated that bridges also present safety issues in Lafourche Parish because:
•

“Checkpoints have to be set up every time there is a closing and there is oftentimes no bypass or
reroute available.”

•

“Traffic builds up when industrial areas have shift changes.”

•

“Bridges open to marine traffic cause people to stack up in anticipation of their opening. It
would be helpful if there were turn lanes to get local traffic out of the main lanes. It also would
be helpful to cycle the lights appropriately when the bridge is up.”

•

“It would be good if emergency providers could be notified when a bridge is up, also if the
bridge operators could not open two adjacent bridges at the same time.”

The Study Team spoke with Thibodaux police department personnel who reported that they have
cameras at some intersections, but the cameras are radio controlled and need hardwire for security –
potentially a fiber line. They also indicated that Thibodaux is a test city for LA Recon.
During a discussion with the Study Team, the Commander of Louisiana State Police Troop C indicated
that for evacuation purposes he would like to see a four-lane highway linking South Lafourche, US 90,
and LA 3235 and perhaps connecting Thibodaux. He also listed several areas where Troop C responds to
a high number of crashes:
•

LA 1 and LA 308 are roads with historically high crash incidents.

•

LA 1 in Matthews is a high accident location because of the entrances to shopping areas.

Although he didn’t specify they were high crash locations, the Troop Commander suggested the
following transportation improvements:
•

Extend Valhi Blvd to US 90 since LA 311 is near capacity and LA 24 through Houma is at capacity.

•

LA 3040/MLK is a major problem through the retail areas.

•

Limit access points, and perhaps add medians, on LA 3040 and LA 1.
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Extend I-49 through the region.

When interviewed, the members of the Houma-Terrebonne Police Department stated that they would
like to see synchronization of traffic signals on LA 24 from St. Charles/LA 664 to the intracoastal
waterway (ICWW). They also indicated that sometimes power outages cause traffic signal disruptions
that result in major traffic problems. Therefore, they would also like to be able to manually control the
signals so they can restore them or set them to the flash mode.
The Police Department noted several places where poor sight lines create safety issues:
•

LA 312/ Lafayette St at Bond St.

•

Roussel St at LA 3040/Bond St.

•

LA 182 at Cougar Dr.

•

LA 182 at LA 24.

Other motor vehicle-related issues the Houma-Terrebonne Police Department identified include the
need for better operations to cross the ICWW, the need to paint concrete barriers in order to improve
visibility (such as on the Twin Spans), and the upgrading of Industrial and Van Ave to four lanes.
In the downtown area they indicated that Main St from Church St to Barrow St is too narrow and bus
drivers sometimes knock side view mirrors off of parked cars. They suggest either smaller buses or not
allowing on-street parking on this stretch. In addition, they would like to divert trucks off Main St and
perhaps only allow parking during off-peak hours. Another option they suggested was to restrict the
hours during which trucks can be downtown with perhaps a variable message sign to notify drivers.
They suggested a circulator bus system be provided in downtown Houma.
The police department members suggested several potential streets for bicycle routes: Grand Caillou Rd
(LA 57), Main St and Barrow St.
The final area of concern the police department mentioned was the Houma-Terrebonne Airport. They
indicated that after personnel leave the airport for the day it is possible to activate the landing lights via
a personal radio. They felt this was a significant security issue.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Advocates
The Study Team consulted with the Volunteer Coordinator for the Bayou Country Cyclists. The
Coordinator indicated that the organization schedules group bicycle rides every weekend with a shorter
ride on Wednesdays. They use a variety of routes that they identify on their website. Every year they
have a charity ride – 40, 60, and 100 miles long.
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Local Government Partners
To ensure the coordination with other planning and economic development efforts in the region, the
Study Team consulted with the local planning and public works departments.
When consulted by the Study Team, the Terrebonne Parish Planning department lamented the lack of a
truck route. They indicated that this deficiency means trucks traveling in the area must travel through
downtown along Main St, and large trucks then have difficulties making the turns at Barrow St and
Tunnel Blvd/LA 3040 and at Main St/LA 24.
They described Houma as not being bicycle or pedestrian friendly and felt this was preventing the city
from receiving “retirement community” status. They stated that sidewalk implementation has been
haphazard without attention to filling in gaps or connecting to other sidewalks or transit routes.
In general, The Parish Planning Department feels there needs to be better coordination between the
Terrebonne Parish Thoroughfare Plan and the Lafourche Parish Thoroughfare Plan. They said there are
physical constraints to road planning in the area due to the bayous which necessitates linear designs.
Regarding intermodal connections Terrebonne Parish Planning would like to see a rail corridor
connecting to the Port of Terrebonne.
The Terrebonne Parish Road and Bridge Department was provided the opportunity to give their input
but declined to do so.
When the Study Team consulted with the Public Works Director for the City of Thibodaux, the Director
indicated that he is supportive of the West Corridor Study (Jackson-Canal) and of the Acadia Rd project,
although he feels that perhaps the Acadia Rd project should have a roundabout.
There are several transportation improvements the Director would like to see.
•

Signalization of the roundabout at Acadia and Percy Brown.

•

An LA 1/LA 308 couplet.

•

Signal synchronization along Canal Blvd.

•

A turn lane from LA 1 onto Ridgefield.

•

A turn lane from Canal to St. Charles.

When the Study Team consulted with Lafourche Parish officials and department heads, they noted that
there is currently a feasibility study being done for a connector route from LA 20 near Eric Andolsek
Memorial Park to Laurel Valley, and they are also considering Laurel Valley as a potential alternate to LA
20 for people to access Chackabay.
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Officials and department heads offered suggestions for a wide variety of transportation improvements
in their area:
•

Increased signal synchronization.

•

Extension of the center turn lane on LA 1 to LA 654.

•

Intersection improvement studies:
o

LA 308 and Rosedown.

o

LA 1/LA 308 and Tarpon Blvd.

o

LA 308 and Percy Brown Bridge.

•

Improved access for northbound traffic on N. Canal Blvd to turn left at Lowe’s.

•

Intersection improvements at LA 308 and LA 182.

•

Addition of turn lanes on LA 3235 onto the South Lafourche Bridge.

•

Redesign access between LA 24 and LA 1.

•

New Road and Bridge between Airport and LA 3235 – this would be a great economic
development issue.

•

Completion of LA 1 from Golden Meadow to Leeville.

•

Addition of shoulders to LA 20.

•

Addition of a turning lane on LA 308 to the St. Charles Bypass Bridge.

•

Addition of median cuts on US 90 at the St. Charles Parish line in Des Alemands.

They also indicated that there is a potential opportunity for a “Rails to Trails” project from LA 182 in
Raceland to Valentine. The railroad is considering abandoning the line in this corridor which could
potentially be used for a “Rails to Trails” project.

Consultations via Issuance of a Solicitation of Views (SOV)
The LADOTD Environmental Section providing listings utilized by the Agency to Solicit Views in
Assumption, Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes, as well as from identified state and federal agencies.
Subsequent to the publication of the Draft Plan, a Solicitation of Views letter was distributed to all listed
parties. In addition to the standard letter / email response, the MPO offered SOV recipients the
opportunity to join a common conference call. The conference call was intended to provide agencies
with the opportunity to ask questions about the HTMPO planning process, the draft plan and individual
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projects.
A copy of the SOV letter, minutes from the conference call, and SOV responses are
documented in Appendix E.

2.4 Development of Visioning Themes
The Long Range Transportation Plan Vision Element is intended as an enhancement to the planning
process. Two projects are presented.

Houma Downtown Streetscape
The City of Houma recently completed a project to improve pedestrian access along Bayou Terrebonne
through downtown Houma. The Study Team worked with the HTMPO and the Houma Downtown
Development Corporation to prepare a vision for an expanded pedestrian way that transitions
pedestrians from the Bayou venue to an enhanced Main Street Corridor. A site inventory / analysis
assessing existing conditions are presented in Figure 2-8. The plan view concept with urban streetscape
analysis is provided in Figure 2-9; and a photo mosaic conceptual collage is presented in 2-10.

Geometric Concept at the confluence of Canal Blvd, Jackson St, Back St and Acadian West Rd in
Thibodaux, Louisiana.
LA 1 and its parallel route on the east side of Bayou Lafourche, LA 308, currently provide the only
continuous east- west routes through Thibodaux. The City of Thibodaux has a phased plan utilizing an
abandoned rail corridor to provide a new east-west roadway through town. A Stage 0 Study is under
way to improve the intersection of new roadway (Acadian West Rd), Canal Blvd, Jackson St and Back St.
The Stage 0 study is assessing geometric concepts at this critical intersection, which is a primary
entrance into historic Thibodaux. Figure 2-11 extends the geometric concept for a roundabout
intersection as provided in the Stage 0 Study, providing a vision for a signature entrance into the
community which functionally integrates vehicular traffic flow with landscaping, pedestrian access, and
a public plaza.
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2.5 The Transportation System in Terms of Travel Purposes and
Travel Markets
To design the study for the Houma-Thibodaux Urbanized Area 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan
Update, the study team incorporated both SAFETEA-LU regulation guidance and LADOTD policy.
Additionally, the team used innovative approaches and techniques to enhance the planning process. In
keeping with this guidance, the Study Team employed the following approaches:
Increased use of the Worldwide Web as a communications tool
Use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as a market and spatial analysis tool
Scenario based planning to incorporate land use, economic development and community /
societal objectives into the transportation planning process
Treating major corridors and the transportation system as a whole as a market delivery system
designed to address multiple travel purposes (how and why people make their travel choices)
Viewing MTP development from the standpoint of optimizing a transportation system to support the
travel purposes and address the market demands of consumers enriches the MTP development process
with a more comprehensive understanding of how the various transportation markets interact with
broader community land use, economic and societal influences and objectives. A holistic look at market
forces acting on the transportation system allows transportation investments to be identified and
prioritized using performance measures and criteria based on a broad spectrum of community values
and objectives.
To implement this market based, systemic approach the Study Team incorporated a scenario based
planning approach into the development approach for the Houma-Thibodaux 2035 MTP update.
Scenario Based Planning is a process of working with travel consumers and suppliers (i.e. participating
members of the public as well as local jurisdictional stakeholders such as policy makers and planning
professionals) to look at the various ways that land use decisions, economic development initiatives, and
transportation systems design and operation can come together in an articulated vision of the future
community.
The process was supported by the development, in conjunction with the participating public,
stakeholders and other interested parties, of a broad spectrum of travel and community performance
measures that can be used to examine which transportation investment decisions are most likely to
provide optimal transportation system performance that meets travel market needs while also
supporting a spectrum of community goals and values.
In formulating the concept of how to best meet consumer's needs, the Study Team asked the
participants to consider the purposes for which they and others presently travel and how these trends
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might change during the twenty-five year horizon of the MTP. During the visioning process, the public
were asked to consider the following five travel purposes:
Journey to work;
Goods movement and trade;
Tourism, entertainment, and recreation;
Economic generators; and
Community travel.
This approach allowed the Study Team to better evaluate proposed solutions not only in terms of
transportation system performance but in terms of community impacts and the effectiveness of
transportation solutions in meeting community needs and societal objectives including land use
patterns, economic initiatives and social equity.
In many cases, while traditional traffic engineering analysis indicated a transportation facility was
working well and providing an adequate level of service, scenario based analysis of the transportation
system in terms of travel purposes revealed that delivery of services did not meet market demand. The
inadequacy of service delivery was particularly noted in regard to those transportation system
consumers who chose or were dependent on walking, biking or transit as their primary means of
journey-to-work or community travel.
In the case of the Houma/Thibodaux area, the dominant land use scenario was driven by a reshaping of
the community’s land use patterns in response to weather related impacts such as hurricane induced
flooding in the southern portions of the study area that put in doubt the sustainability of development
in that area.
Exploring these current trends and emerging market forces as identified by the participants in the public
participation process, the stakeholders contacted in the consultation process and the technical specialist
and agency professionals contacted in the technical review process, the Study Team identified the
following challenges and opportunities with regard to the five travel purposes used to frame the
discussion.

Journey to Work
Review of input regarding the journey to work purpose revealed major obstacles in accessing job sites,
particularly for low income populations. The public participation process and consultation process
revealed that there was poor connectivity between the labor force and job sites. While Good Earth
Transit operates several routes in the Houma area, only one route extends into Thibodaux in the vicinity
of Nicholls State University and the adjacent medical center. With no public transit in the southern
portion of Lafourche Parish, the Port of Fourchon is operating a bus service from remote parking near
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Galliano and Golden Meadow for employees at the site. However, large number employees do not use
the service and prefer to travel to the port in their own personal vehicles.

Goods Movement and Trade
Although Houma/Thibodaux has many of the same goods movement activities and issues found in other
communities of similar size, this section focuses on several unique local goods movement issues related
to the oilfield industry as well as on the US 90/I-49 corridor passing through the central portion of the
study area.
Port Fourchon
Although Port Fourchon is outside the MTP Study Area, its location on LA 1 south of Golden Meadow
causes significant impact on the traffic within and through the Study area. This Port is a strategic
national asset because of the role it plays in the oilfield industry. It is the intermodal support base for
over half of the domestic oil and gas activity in the US Gulf of Mexico. The Louisiana Offshore Oil Port
(LOOP) is also accessed from this site. The Port serves substantial commercial fishing interests as well as
recreational activities.
Although not a commodity port, equipment, supplies, personnel and services needed to sustain the oil
and gas activities in the Gulf come into the Port by truck, inland barge or sea-going vessel and are
shipped to offshore facilities by helicopter, supply vessel or other specialized vessel.
Port of Terrebonne
This Port is located on Industrial Blvd in Houma one mile west of LA 57 and the Houma-Terrebonne
Airport. It is on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway one-half mile from its intersection with the Houma
Navigation Canal. The Port is developing a cooperative relationship with the Port of Fourchon, fostered
by the connectivity via the East-West Channel through Terrebonne Bay. The Port’s strategic location
gives it a competitive advantage over other medium and shallow draft ports not only for capturing a
significant share of cargo generated by Latin American trade flows, but in distributing these cargoes
throughout the rest of the US.
US 90/I-49 Trade Corridor
US 90 (future I-49) through Houma-Thibodaux is a major corridor for freight movement, tourist travel,
and emergency evacuation. Although no capacity improvements are proposed for US 90 (it is already
constructed to Interstate standards), there are maintenance projects, such as the recently completed
overlay between LA 311 and LA 316, which will be needed by 2035.
The Houma-Thibodaux 2035 MTP pays particular attention to operations and management planning to
maintain corridor capacity for these vital travel purposes.
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Tourism, Recreation, and Entertainment
Lack of shuttle connections among major tourist attractors such as historic sites in and around
downtown areas, local restaurants and shops leaves visitors completely dependent on auto travel to
completely experience the visitor destinations in the area. The result is increased congestion, reduced
air quality and increased crashes occur because drivers who are unfamiliar with an area often make
sudden surprise moves or incorrect assessments of conditions.
Economic Generators
Large scale economic generators in the region include the Ports of Fourchon and Terrebonne, the area
oilfield industries discussed earlier, and downtown redevelopment in Houma and Thibodaux and the US
90/I-49 corridor.
Houma Downtown Redevelopment
Economic development within the downtown area is stimulated by: 1) Encouraging cooperation and
building leadership in the business community; 2) creating a positive image for downtown as an
attractive place to live, work, and invest; 3) Improving the appearance of the downtown area; 4)
strengthening and expanding the economic base of the downtown area; 5) encouraging the growth of
cultural institutions and activities in the downtown area; 6) encouraging cooperation and building in the
business community. Projects include the Terrebonne Folk life Culture Center, Downtown Memorial
Park and Bayou Walk.
US 90/I-49 Corridor
The existing and future interchanges in this corridor will be economic activity centers. Large tracts of
land in the corridor could become major retail outlets and office parks. Ideal sites for these
developments are LA 311 and the proposed interchange for the extension of Prospect Blvd.

Community Travel
Community travel has always been a larger share of person travel than work trips. However, when our
cities were made up of numerous neighborhood communities with their own grocery stores and other
retail outlets, small neighborhood schools and neighborhood recreation centers, day care and after
school care was provided by a parent in the home, and the majority of meals were eaten at home, most
of these trips were walk trips or short vehicle trips conducted at off-peak hours.
With our society now well entrenched in the two-working parent household and our economy shaped
by large scale retail outlets located along or near major transportation corridors, non-work travel is
increasingly performed as part of an elongated trip-chain occurring during or on the shoulders of peak
period travel. Our increasingly homogenous land use patterns tend to separate trip destinations and
spread them across the entire community market shed. Trips can involve picking up and dropping off
passengers, (children to and from school, doctor, day care, sports practice, recreation) grocery shopping
on the way home from work, taking the family out to dinner and shopping at a regional mall or big box
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retail center. This separation has increased vehicle miles traveled for community travel as well as
pushed this travel into the peak period in order to gain efficiencies by bundling trips of various purposes.
It has become more efficient to sit in traffic during peak or near peak period in order to combine
multiple trips into a single tour, than it is to perform some trips in the peak and others in the off-peak.
Off-peak travel is often not an option for households in which all of the driving age adults are working in
jobs outside of the home.
Although the resources available did not allow all identified challenges to be addressed, it did allow the
prioritization of implementation actions and strategies for inclusion in the Fiscally Constrained HoumaThibodaux 2035 MTP using a market based analysis that applied performance measures that included
both transportation and community objectives. The understanding gained in the process also allowed
the Study Team to recommend the pursuit, through subsequent planning studies of a set of
transportation system management and operations activities that have the potential to respond to
market dynamics and meet fundamental economic and community goals through the use of cost
effective alternatives to roadway capacity increases. The outcome of this process was not only a
technically superior plan but also a base of policy and public support for plan implementation.

2.6 Development of Project Selection Criteria
Data from the survey efforts through public visioning process contributed to development of the project
selection criteria for the 2035 Houma-Thibodaux MTP Update. The survey, which was designed using
SAFETEA-LU standards and local needs, dealt with relatively broad transportation and land use issues.
These issues had a direct bearing on the development and application of goals and objectives adopted
to guide the planning process and shape the long-range regional transportation plan. They were
grouped in the following broad areas of interest:
•

Improve safety

•

Improve access

•

Reduce congestion

•

Improve quality of life

•

Promote efficiency

•

Support economic development goals

•

Conserve energy

•

Connect modes of travel

•

Protect the environment

•

Improve security

•

Support land use goals

•

Preserve right-of-way
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Survey forms listing these categories were used to collect opinion data from participants at the three
public meetings. No attempt was made to follow random sampling procedures for this survey.
Nevertheless, the results of survey provide useful insights regarding the public perception of—and
interest in—the planning process and how it can be used to develop a safer, more efficient
transportation system.
The survey asked respondents to prioritize objectives by indicating their ranking of each goal as
Extremely Important, Very Important, Important, Not Very Important, or Unimportant.
An overall priority rating was derived by tabulating the responses from participants for each survey
category and calculating the weighted average of survey responses for all objectives. This provides
some indication of the relative importance associated with different areas of concern addressed by the
transportation planning process. Table 2-3 lists the project selection criteria ranking.

Table 2-3
Project Selection Criteria Ranking
Criteria
Improve safety
Improve access
Reduce congestion
Improve quality of life
Promote efficiency
Support economic development goals
Conserve energy
Connect modes of travel
Protect the environment
Improve security
Support land use goals
Preserve right-of-way
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Weighted
Score
6.59
6.69
6.69
7.29
7.73
8.01
8.51
8.63
8.95
9.63
10.61
10.68

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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